How to introduce TRIZ in an innovation department
and increase the production of innovative solution
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Abstract. Owens Corning (OC) is an international company historically recognized for its
ability to innovate. Indeed, they created fiberglass for composites in 1934.
Today the global competition and the emergence of Asian competitors at low production cost
push OC company to put even more effort on the research and development of new products and
new processes.
The market and industrial multidisciplinary make traditional methods limited (brainstorming;
Stage Gate, ., ..).
That is why for few years, TRIZ is being tested at Owens Corning.
This article describes the methodology, the means implemented for a workshop organization
(expert choice, schedule arrangement); the difficulties encountered (time consumed) and a partial
result achieved thanks to TRIZ during some important internal workshops.
In conclusion, we will debate about the second potential use of TRIZ concerning the improvement and the management of the knowledge of a worldwide company.
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Current situation in an industrial environment

1.1

Innovate to grow

It is clear that bigger the industrial structure is, more the multidisciplinary communication becomes complex and hard to organize.
Owens Corning division Composite Solution Business (CSB) is an international
company which produce Glass fiber for the plastic reinforcement. This worldwide company owns 6 R&D locations (2 in the US, 3 in Europe, 1 in Asia). Language and culture
differences convey some additional difficulties in the communication.
From 75 years, OC produced quantity of innovations, it is accepted that OC invented
the glass fiber for reinforcement industrial production in 1932 (see Fig. 1). Our business
is very competitive, and the cost reduction is difficult to obtain compared to the Asiatic
performances. So, we are condemned to produce succession of breakthrough in our
production plants, in addition of natural product innovation pushed by our customers.
To stay sustainably competitive, innovate is critical.
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Fig. 1. This graph describes the story of the innovations of Owens corning Group
1.2

Innovation tools

Innovation is often based on the competence of a few experts regularly grouped during creative sessions. These sessions of brainstorming seem to be more and more unproductive. Usual brainstorming sessions are not effective as relying on "in house" well
established experts bringing most of time company knowledge without external
view. Confidentiality makes also difficult to include external experts. Often the idea
generated during the brainstorming is not shared by all the participants so never pushed
on nor applied.
The other approaches (PDCA; 6 SIGMA; QQOQCP; …) tested with more or less
success are not complete in term of problem solving results. Given this situation, we
are interested to test a TRIZ methodology.
1.3

Standard TRIZ Theory supported by STEPS software

After an intensive training of one of our employees at the TRIZ methodology, particularly the OTSM-TRIZ developed by the INSA laboratory with the support of a Russian TRIZ expert Khomenko, Nikolaï [1], In 2015, we have invested in 3 licenses of a
software STEPS (from “Time to innovate”). This software is a great support as it allows
to follow all the TRIZ tools visually and logically and so to enhance communication
and sharing with all the people in the innovation department. After a period of training
of some technicians and engineers, we started few TRIZ cases resolution. at the beginning We only analyzed small technical issues and now we apply the methodology to
multidisciplinary issues.
The TRIZ tool based on the theory of inventive problem solving is characterized by
4 important pillars [2].
Remark. Unfortunately, because or work time is too small, we are forced to ignore exciting and very interesting tools, like the evolution laws of technical system and 9
screens….
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The Graph Problem Or initial situation description.
During this step, the experts are invited to share and classify all the problems and all
the partial solutions involved in the problematic situation.
The writing of the Graph Problem is the opportunity to list all the knowledges and
precisely identify the key problem source of the principal technical issue to solve. This
stage allows all people involved in the problem solving to be at the same level of understanding. The initial situation becomes more precise, and the expression of the true
problem has to be formulated in a way “understandable by any candid”. After this intensive period of thinking, the problematic environment seems to be different and the
investigation field seems to be larger and easier to share. The group of experts is satisfied by a clear representation of an initial fuzzy situation.
The Graph Problem will be the logical collection of Problems and Partial Solutions
tested or well-known through the reading of patents or scientific papers (see Fig.2).

Fig.2 Example of Graph problem extracted from a STEPS software with the definition of each logical connections between PB and PS.
The contradiction
The advantage of the Graph problem is the production of logical connections such
as {PB1  PS  PB2}, easy to attach to a specific contradiction. After the attribution
of an Action Parameter (PA) to a Partial Solution and an Evaluation Parameter (PE) to
a Problem, we can write (see Fig.3):

Fig. 3 Representation use to write standard contradiction
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Under the famous TRIZ axiom, which introduces the Contradiction concept (see Fig.
4).

Fig. 4 The Most important axiom of TRIZ theory
We speak about “Contradiction” when we have a competition between 2 parameters
for a technical system. When a designer could modify the state of an Action parameter
(PA) in 2 opposite directions. The evaluation parameter (PE1 & PE2) can be observed
in two potential opposite stage (positive and negative).
The Matrix of resolution
As ALTSHULLER and associates (1956) extracted from millions of patents the contradictions and their associated innovative principles, we have at our disposal a matrix
which gives a statistical opportunity of success and which is able to resolve the specific
studied contradiction.
After extraction of all the contradictions from the Graph Problem, the experts group
rank and choose the most efficient contradictions, after an important stage of quotation.
(see Fig. 5)

Fig.5 Ranking of the different contradictions in the diagram (Intensity versus Universality).
Extraction from Software STEPS (version 2.1.0 advanced) from Time to Innovate
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As describe per ALTSCHULLER (1956) we then use the Standard matrix to generate several solution concepts for each contradiction (see Fig. 6)

Fig. 6 Classification of the best solution principles
Extraction from Software STEPS (version 2.1.0 advanced) from Time to Innovate

1.4

How to introduce the TRIZ methodology in an industrial environment

As we are a Science Technical Center involved in the development of new products
and new processes, our resources are limited, and to be efficient our development time
has to be reduced to its minimum.
At the beginning the TRIZ theory seemed to be too long and too fastidious. The idea
to group several experts during 4 to 6 days was not suitable in our organization. We
observed that attention decreased with time and finally we lost the active participation
at the end of the process, when it was especially necessary to be focused.

At this point it was important to adapt the TRIZ tools already simplified using the
software STEPS . Therefor we have used already existing tools in the company (Human
Design; Minitab….) and short workshops has been organized with some experts interviewed individually and the end of each period plenary meetings were organized to
share and validate the achievements with all the group.
Our standard model of planning respect this flow chart (see Fig.7):
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Fig.7 Standard schedule practiced internally to reduce the time and to improve the
efficiency of the experts group. (Blue: Partial workshop with reduced group; Yellow
Plenary meeting with all the group)
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Short example experimented in the research center

2.1

Practical workshop

As the solutions found during our TRIZ investigations are protected by a trade secret
(when we want to keep the solution in our knowhow) or are protected by patents not
published at this moment, it is difficult to comment explicitly results in this paper. But
we can describe the most important stages of the TRIZ process used in an industrial
structure. We decided to train participants at the TRIZ methodology at the beginning
of each session. It is clear that if the time is not a limitation it will be better to train all
the people at all the methodology outside the workshop.
2.2

Group constitution

For an industrial problem relatively strategic, we considered a group of 8 experts. The
choice of the experts was function of the problem and mixed different departments as
marketing, production, product management, sales, innovation, and other departments
not directly involved by the topic. The 8 experts constituted the homogeny Group during the plenary meetings. According to the experts’ availability, this initial number has
been reduced upon during intermediary workshops. The final objective is to maintain
the effort during a short total period of work time (maximum 4 weeks). It is possible to
maintain the attention between each plenary meeting by the organization of spot meeting with reduced group.
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2.3

Schedule and organization

After the kick off (half day), the initial situation was clearly defined. A complete Graph
Problem was produced during 4 (2 Hours) partial workshops and a first plenary meeting
(8Hours). We collected 32 Problems and 17 Partial Solutions. The 46 contradictions
produced had been evaluated during second plenary meeting. At the end it was imperative to be unanimous on the selection of the 3 better contradictions (see Fig 8). Statistic
function of each experts’ perception can be used. For that the Graph “Box Plot from
Minitab 18 software is very efficient to analyze the statistically the expert’s answers.

Fig.8 Statistical Result of the vote concerning the importance of the 17 Actions and
32 Evaluation parameters involve by our problematic situation.
Extraction from Software Minitab 18

During the 2 last partial meetings dedicated to the concept solution research, the group
produced 22 concepts. To classify all these concepts, we used a “decision matrix” with
4 questions “Technical feasibility”; “Time for proving concept”; “internal competency
available”; potential good solution” (see Fig.9).
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Fig.9 Classification of all the concept function of 4 organizational parameters
Validate during the last plenary meeting (Kick End). The group in charge of the industrial problem must work and evaluate the relevance of the 3 first concepts of solution
(here Solution Concept 2; 13 and 17)
Next, the team in charge of this industrial project has to evaluate the relevance of the 3
first solutions. If no industrial solution is found, it would be easy to restart the process
by the choice of a new contradiction or the introduction of a new learning inside the
initial graph problem. The great advantage of this methodology is that the structure
permits the addition of new data at different levels. That is possible because the OSTM
TRIZ formulation can be supported by an original software.
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Conclusion of the TRIZ experimentation

Often in an industrial environment, it is not easy to focus all the knowledges and all the
individual abilities in the same direction. The complexity of the industrial issue can
make difficult to untangle the problems. All our participants agreed on these conclusion:
- the Graph problem wrote by all the experts efficiently clarifies an unclear initial
situation.
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- the definition of all the logical connection and the necessity to describe Problems
and Partial Solutions with very simple sentences are a perfect way to prevent all type
of misunderstanding.
- sharing all the ideas between few experts in a short period of time introduces a
great stimulation and pushes solution which could have appeared strange or not applicable and so not accessible in a standard brainstorming.
A second use of TRIZ presents a great advantage:
- The graph problem can be a perfect support for knowledge transmission.
- It is always possible to restart a TRIZ study by benefiting from a previous
study or study conducted by another team;
- It is possible to aggregate different TRIZ results to obtain a global description of a complete industrial process and so imagine a fundamental breakthrough.
Innovation is more and more difficult to implement because the cost increases and
the competition reduces time. Industrial structures need methodology and structuration
of the knowledge. TRIZ can be a good way.
The TRIZ experimentation continues in the Department of Innovation OC, during
each project TRIZ future, we will test different evolution of management. The objective
is to find the most efficient team structure possible (number of experts involved) to take
place on a schedule of less than 3 months.
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Potential following

We are looking internally to increase the number of TRIZ black belt, potentially 2 for
the Science & Technical Center, they will be able to support all the internal topics and
to produce assistance for the local plants.
A great change in term of innovation management with interesting perspective concerning the knowledge sharing.
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